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Take It Back
Verse 1
Drugs and addiction, nothing to dismiss/Puffin a spliff is such an infliction
(BREATHE) windpipes suffer restrictions/Obscure precision, plus your addition
Now away from all the vocab words/Whether it’s beer at a friend’s house, dope at work
Know that hurts, I don’t care if you’ve heard/This a million times like a throwback verse
Kodak nurse, hospital in a flash/That’s-what’ll-happen-if your hobby is sippin jack
Drugs aren’t it…start troddin a different path/But I don’t wanna preach like homily in a mass
No drug payment’s a bonus of free gwap/Believe me, it’s a bad omen to breathe pot
Leave crack-in-the-sidewalks, you don’t even need rocks/Even doc dre’s promoting for detox
HOOK:
You don’t need drugs (drugs), they don’t need you (you)
Shout some words you can play a beat to (to)
Pills booze haze and crack
Can take your life, now take it back
You don’t need drugs (drugs), they don’t need you (you)
Shout some words you can play a beat to (to)
Just put down that haze and crack
Take your life, yeah, take it back
Verse 2
Now back to the story line, stop the usage/Of paraphernalia, rocks and boozin’
Try to fit in with flocks of school kids/You’ll get slapped with a sentence, and the cops are ruthless
We all have friends who tried or sold weed/And probably people who died from O.D.’s
It’s bad enough to get high, but lonely?
(BREATHE) yeah, right. Better hide your own keys
Driving won’t seem like-a-good plan if/You’re too drunk to see lights if they’re flashin
You, your mom, your wife-could vanish/Right-from-this planet…boom…you’re gone
Roids for the muscle cars, speed for the car chase/The day everyone’s on crack is a dark day
Even spiderman and mary jane had to part ways/
(BREATHE) so just do exactly what the bars say

HOOK

